HAPPY FRIDAY, SCHOLARS!
REMEMBER THE PREUSS WAY IS KINDNESS, RESPECT, AND EXCELLENCE. HAVE A GREAT DAY!

Quote of the Day
“Keep your face always toward the sunshine – and shadows will fall behind you.”
- Walt Whitman

SAT Word
saccharine(adj): overly sweet

IMPORTANT REMINDERS
• Students that do not come in dress code will now be asked to turn in their phones for the day in exchange for a loaner shirt or bottoms. Please plan accordingly so as to maintain the school dress code.
• Airpods and headphones must be put away before entering campus.
• EARLY BIRDS– Students who arrive to campus earlier than 8:25, please remain in the amphitheater area away from Arc clubs and classrooms
HOMECOMING WEEK!!

HOCO Spirit Week
December 11 - 15

Monday: Creative Hair Day!
Students can do creative things with their hair such as hair colors, styles, and accessories (including bows, hair gel glitter, and temporary hair color).
**UNIFORMS REQUIRED!**

Tuesday: Fuzzy Sock Day
Students are encouraged to wear decorative fuzzy socks
**NO CROCS!**
**UNIFORMS REQUIRED!**

Wednesday: Jersey Day
Students will be allowed to not wear the Preuss polo in order to wear any sports jersey from their favorite sports or school team
**PREUSS BOTTOMS REQUIRED!**

Thursday: Hoco Colors Day
Students participating in HOCO colors day can wear their grades colors:
- Seniors: Purple/Green
- Juniors: Red/Gold
- Sophomores: Blue/Orange
- Freshman: Pink/Brown
**Bottoms can be any color or jeans as long as the majority of your outfit is your grades color**

Friday: Triton Pride Day:
Students can wear navy blue, yellow/gold, and white tops and bottoms to represent our mascot the Triton!
**Jeans are OK. School bottoms are OK. Other colored bottoms are NOT OK.**

Students NOT participating MUST wear uniform

High School only Spirit Week!
Follow @preussasb on Instagram
PLEASE TAKE A MOMENT TO LEARN ABOUT THE MTS “SEE SOMETHING, SAY SOMETHING” INFORMATION. CLICK THE MTS ICON TO READ! IF YOU NEED ASSISTANCE WHEN RIDING THE TROLLEY, YOU CAN TEXT 619-318-1338 OR CALL MTS DISPATCH AT 619-595-4960. PUT THESE IMPORTANT NUMBERS IN YOUR PHONE SO YOU HAVE THEM AVAILABLE ANYTIME YOU RIDE THE TROLLEY.

EFFECTIVE DECEMBER 5, ANYONE APPLYING FOR A NEW REDUCED FARE PRONTO CARD/ACCOUNT MUST PROVIDE PROOF OF ELIGIBILITY. A NEW ONLINE APPLICATION ALLOWS STUDENTS TO UPLOAD THEIR ELIGIBILITY DOCUMENTS ONLINE FOR APPROVAL. (STUDENTS CAN GO IN-PERSON TO THE MTS TRANSIT STORE OR NCTD CUSTOMER SERVICE LOCATION)

Click here for more info!
PASS
Peer Academic School Support

Starting Dec. 05
23-24 D101

PASS is a learning center that supports the needs of students who want to study together or individually on any subjects. Come study with your friends and receive support from fellow peers!

Any questions email 2027-dtho@preuss.ucsd.edu
"The Pride of Preuss" is an extraordinary initiative that spotlights the exceptional achievements of eight senior scholars. These scholars have served as remarkable ambassadors, not only for their school but also as advocates for higher education and the values of a substance-free lifestyle. These eight scholars have ventured beyond their school, visiting multiple elementary schools to share their inspiring stories representing Preuss pride. Through their compelling narratives and accomplishments, they serve as living examples of the transformative power of education at Preuss.

"The Pride of Preuss" program, in its dedication to showcasing these scholars, plays a pivotal role in influencing future students. They demonstrate that through hard work, dedication, and the pursuit of knowledge, one can achieve remarkable success while staying true to a healthy and responsible way of life.
yearbook pre-sale
december 14 & 15

last chance to get the yearbook for $35 next month price will be raised to $40

During High school and Middle school lunch in front of the Walton center

price:
- full payment: $35
- downpayment: $10

cash only and no bills bigger than $20

For online purchases go to yearbookforever.com

YEARBOOK UPDATES: NAME STAMPS

YEARBOOK is now offering name stamps. This purchase can only be made through online purchases, and gives you the ability to customize your book.

We will be selling from now until January 27, 2024

FOR MORE INFO FOLLOW @PREUSSYEARBOOK OR VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT: YEARBOOKFOREVER.COM

HAPPY HOLIDAYS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR

YEARBOOK ANNOUNCEMENT

Have any plans for the holidays? Then we encourage you to send your photos through the yearbook snap app! With our page(s) dedicated to student life, we like to highlight a glimpse of activities beyond the classroom!

Scan here to access yearbook snap app!

ACCESS CODE: PREUSSYEARBOOK
EHS STUDENTS OF THE MONTH

Congrats to the following students who made Students/Athletes of the Month for November!

Liliana Guadiana
Tam Nguyen
Aniylecia Lopez
Brook Gebeyehu
Arya Josue
Axel Hernandez
Ashley Morales
Aian Eoin Najarila

JV Soccer
Carlos Pulido
Ethan Castillo
RHO KAPPA NATIONAL HONORS SOCIETY PRESENTS

“THIS DAY IN HISTORY”
On December 15, 1939, one of America’s best loved novel, Gone with the Wind by Margaret Mitchell was premired in Atlanta, Georgia. The novel was known for it’s controversial Confederate POV during the Civil War which was told with a love story.

VOLLEYBALL CLUB
Volleyball Club Meets every Friday from 4-5 in front of B103! Meet us there!

APIA CLUB
Are you interested in hosting events, dancing, or learning about Asian Pacific Islander culture? If so, come join us every WEDNESDAY during LUNCH in Room D203. Everyone is welcome!

PREUSS BOOK CLUB
The Preuss Book Club is a community where students can enrich their knowledge and create a passion for books. We meet on Mondays at lunch in E101 and all high school students are welcome!
Club Announcements

INTERACT CLUB
Are you looking for community service hours and ways to give back to your community? Look no further because we can help you with that. Meet us during LUNCH every TUESDAY in Room D201 to get involved!

MULTICULTURAL CLUB
Multicultural Empowerment Club will be meeting on Thursdays for the last week of November and all month in December during HS lunch in room D203.

ROCKS AND MINERALS CLUB
“Rocks & Minerals club meeting and elections Friday December 15th. This is our second meeting. We will be listening to presentations from those running for office. If you participated in our first meeting or would like to join, please get your lunch and meet in A103, during middle school lunch this Friday!”

APIA CLUB
Are you interested in hosting events, dancing, or learning about Asian Pacific Islander culture? If so, come join us every WEDNESDAY during LUNCH in Room D203. Everyone is welcome!

DANCE CLUB
Are you interested in learning how to dance? Join us every Monday and Thursday afterschool in Room T102. We will learn different styles spanning from Hip Hop to Contemporary. Everyone is welcome!

BLACK STUDENT UNION
Black Student Union (BSU) invites you to join us every Thursday during high school lunch in E101 for fun games, spirited debates, and a safe place to navigate life!